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ECRI Names Cybersecurity Attacks as Top Health Technology Hazard for 2022
ECRI has been publishing its annual report of health technology hazards for the past
15 years. According to ECRI’s Device Evaluation group, “the Top 10 Health
Technology Hazards list identifies the potential sources of danger that we believe
warrant the greatest attention for the coming year. The list does not necessarily
enumerate the most frequently reported problems or the ones associated with the
most severe consequences—although we do consider such information in our
analysis. Rather, the list reflects our judgment about which risks should receive
priority now.” Read more

FBI Warns of Scammers Using QR Codes
The FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) recently issued an alert warning
consumers that scammers are using malicious QR Codes to reroute unsuspecting
customers to malicious sites to try to steal their data. Read more

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Japan Launches First Fully-Autonomous Ship Navigation Demonstration
This week in Japan, the world’s first fully-autonomous ship navigation system
deployed a car ferry during a demonstration test. The demonstration took place using
a 15,500 gross ton Ro-Pax ferry, spanning 730 feet, that traveled approximately 150
miles between Shinmoji and Iyonada in a 7-hour period. The vessel’s operating
speed reached about 26 knots during the demonstration. Read more

PRIVACY TIP #315
Redline Malware Used to Steal Saved Credentials
Passwords are so difficult to remember. We all know we shouldn’t use the same or
similar passwords across platforms. This week’s privacy tip reviews the concern of
passwords being stolen and appearing on the Russian dark web. Read more
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